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Abslract 
We deal with inference problems on traffic lnlensily 
and on the mean number of customers in the system in 
steady state (q). We define the slopping time in 
terms of occupation cycles and apply the resulting 
estimators lo a large class of stationary queues 
comparing it w1th alternative methods and with the 
integral estimalor oblained directly from the sam-
pIe in lhe Markovian case. Our melhod 1s quite effl-
clent to estímate q. AIso the asymptotic problems 
posed by Schruben and Kulkarni [7} do nol appear. We 
observe thal reduclions in the sample information do 
Dol necessarily give \olorse estimations. We al so give 
some numerical examples by simulating known models. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose a G/G/l queue, (L e. general inter-
arrival times, general serviee times and an only 
ehannel) observed over a time interval (O,T] where 
T is a random variable. Assume that the first eus-
J 
tomer art;,ives to an idIe serviee area at time t=O. 
The sample dala consist of the vector 
"< VT={n(T). m(T), u
t
' sJ; l~i~n(T). l~j~(T)} 
where n(T) is the number of arrivals, m(T) the num-
ber of departures and {u; l~i:::sn(T)} and {s; l~j~ 
'\ 1 J 
\\_,m(T)} are respectively the interarrival and service 
times during (O, T]. Suppose that the aboye veetors 
are independent sequences of independent and identi-
cally distributed random variables ",ith densities 
f(u;9) and g(s;~), where O and t/J are unlcnown para-
Jteters . The likel1hood function based on the data 
VT 1s given by 
L= 
T 
n(T) .n) 
lí f(u,'.) lT g(s ,~) 
1::::1 J=1 J 
x [l-F.[r-:t:'u,J] [1-GAr-7 (r)-I sJ)] 
where F and G are the distribution functions 
(1) 
corre-
sponding to the denslties f and g respectively and 
'l(n is the total idle period during (O. TJ. Basawa 
and Prabhu [2} show that, under sorne general condi-
tions which hold for a large class of queues and 
stopping rules, the likelihood function (1) is 
equivalent to 
(2) 
With. this funetion Basawa and Prabhu obtain expres-
sions for the maximum likelihood {ML} estimators of 
e and t/l when the densi ties f and g belong to the 
exponential family. 
In H/H/l ergodic queues (i.e. Poisson arrivals 
and exponential service time) it is possible to eon-
sider some dependence between variables if the proc-
ess {X{t);t~O}, number of customers in the system at 
time t, is an ergodic Markovian process. Using the 
results of Billingsley [3], asymptotically Gaussian 
consistent estimators have been obtained. In more 
general queues some authors reduce the problem to 
the Markovian case using the imbedded Markov chain. 
In this paper we are interested on the estima-
tion of the traffic intensity. p, and the mean 
number of customers in the system in stady state, q, 
for an ergodic queue. The traffie intensity is 
defined as E[sl/E{ul and a G/G/l queue 1s ergodic 
iff p<1 (see Asmussen l1I). In some cases we have 
expressions for q, for example in H/H/l queues, q= 
p/(l-p). Using the likelihoods (l) or (2) we can ob-
tain estimators for E{s] and E[ul, which can be used 
to give estimators for p and q. However. with pos-
itlve probability. the estlmator of P. ~. is greater 
tban one and therefore it cannot be used to estimate 
q. In next sectlon we give some estimators rOl" the 
parameter p us1ng occupation cyeles in different 
situations which can be used to estimate q. 
!he estimation of q 15 not simple, because the 
randolD variables n(T) and m(Tl are not independent. 
Schruben and Kulkarni [7] find sorne incongruities in 
lhe estimator of q when the above dependence between 
the variables is obviated. In section-3 we give some 
estimators of q for which i5 not present the problem 
of Schruben and Kulkarni. \.le show that a lower in-
formation does not necessarily give worse estima-
tions. \-le a1so compare the estimator of q with the 
direct estimator (see Reyno1ds [6]). For th~s aim an 
express ion for the variance of the estimator is 
needed. In the express ion given by Reynolds in the 
11/11/1 case we found a mistake. The variance ex-
pression used here has been obtained as a particular 
case of the variance for an H/G/l queue which can be 
obtained using the method given by Falln, Rodrigo 
and Vázquez [4}. \le also give some numerical exam-
pIes in these two sections. In the last section we 
consider a general case and give some results and 
indications for future research. 
2. ESTlKATORS FOR TIIE lRAFFIC INTmSITY 
Suppose observed an H/H/1 ergodic queue on the 
interval (O, T1 and let e=A and 1F-1l be the rates oí 
arrival and service respectively. The ML estimators 
for A and 11 are given by n(T)/T and m(T)/S(T) 
respectively, where S(T)=T-r(T) 
tion time during (0, T]. Thus, 
is the total occupa-
~ =n(T)S(T)/(Tm(T)) 
1 
can be considered as an estimator oí p. However, as 
we discussed above, it is not adequate for our pur-
poses. Now, ir we consider T as the moment where the 
.) 
proce~s {XCO; t~} leaves the state zero by N-th 
~\¡. 
time, 1. e., if we observe the queue during N oc-
:\t. cupation cycles, we have the following theorem 
Theorem-1. Suppose N occupation cycles of an lf/lf/l 
ergodic queue have been observed, then 
~ = m(T) 
2 T • 
A m(T) and Ap = S(T) 
1'2=STf) 2 T (3) 
are strongly consistent estirnators of the true val-
ues of the parameters A, fJ. and p, with ~2 <1 a. s. 
Moreover. if Tfco (Nf",) the random variable Y./2(~_A. 
~-I') ls a blvariate Normal distribution and ~ and ~ 
are asymptotically independent. 
Proof. Note that n(T)=m(T) and the proof íollows 
from Basawa and Prabhu [2]. 
• 
Remark-l. The aboye theorem can be proved using the 
e lass ica 1 theory of maximum 1 ike 1 ihood, because the 
vector V
T 
can be writlen as N independent and iden-
tically distributed random vectors 
Yl={n1,u1j ,Slj' j=1, ... ,n1} 
yN={nN,uNJ,SNj' j=l, ... ,nN} 
where ni is the number of arrívals (equivalently 
departures) and U
tj and Slj the ínterarrival and 
service times of each customer in each cycle respec-
tively. Thus the likelihood (1) can be wrítten as 
N 
L=--roh(y'~) ~=(a.,.,) 2 11 1" 
1=1 
where h(Yt:T/) is the density function of Yt" 
(4) 
Remark-2. If we observe the system in a general in-
terval (O,T] and provided that T is large enough, it 
will be possible to approach the complete sample by 
the sequence y , ... ,y where N(T) 1s the number 
1 N(TI 
of complete cycles observed during the lnterval 
(O, n. This approach ís possible in a considerable 
class of queues when sorne regularity conditions are 
satisfied (see [2]). In the following we write 
ff=H(N)~n(T)=m(T). S.s(T) and T=T(N). 
Remark-3. It can be proved that (S, T) is a minimal 
sufficient statistic for the parameter p, provided 
that h(Yi:1l) 1s the likelihood function of the ob-
servation y l' However, only when T 1s a fixed time 
and in the ergodic Markovian case, i t has been 
proved that the function (2) 1s a true likelihood 
function (see [3]). 
The aboye estimator of p does net depend on the 
number of arrival. If we cons1der that all customers 
wait in queue a positive time until they begin to be 
served except fer the first one oí each cycle, we 
have that the function (4) can be written as 
N n D. -1 1-2n 
L
3
= lf (;\p.) 'exp(-m -/lS )p' (1+p) , 
1=1 1. l. 
(5) 
where u and s are the duration oí i-th cycle and 
l. 1. 
occupation period respectively. Using the express ion 
(5) as likellhood function we get 
Theorem-2. Let ~ be the unique 
3 
solution of the 
equation 2HTp2+NTp_(2H-N)S=O in the interval (0,1) . 
where U=~ T +$, are 
3 
strongly consistent estimalors for the paramelers. 
1/2 f:... A Moreover, the vector N (A
3 
-'\,113-11) 1s asyrntot i-
callY Gaussian bul ~ and íl are not asymtotically , , 
independenl. The covariance malrix 15 given by 
Proof. Jt fo11o\l5 from theorem-l and the express ion 
for the estimalor ~ . , . 
TheoreOl-3. If only the number oE arrivals in each 
occupation cycle 1s observed, then ~ =(H-N)/H 1s the 
• ML estimator ror p which 1s slrongly consistent and 
asymptotically Gaussian with variance p(1_p2). 
Proof. It follows from Kleinock [5] and the Haximum 
Likelihood Theory •• 
Theorem-4. Ir H~N. then we have one of the following 
AAA AAA AA/\ 
relations: P2< P3< P" ar p.< P3< P2 al" P2= P3= p .. : 
Procf. Jt fol10w5 from 
Remark-4. Obviosly the 
variance, but it gives 
the express ion of ~ . , . 
estimator ~ has the greatest 
• 
'good' estimations, aboYe all 
when p is near one (see graphic-II). Moreover, in 
the estimation of q, the corresponding estimator of 
~ has better properties in sorne cases. Another ad-, 
vantage 1s the possibility of obtainlng unblased es-
timators for both parameters A and ~. 
Numerical examples 
Traffic estimations for two NlH/l ergodic 
queues, ~13imulated during 200 occupation cycles, are 
showed when p=.2 (low traffic) and. p=.9 (heavy 
traffic). 
.. 
G\lAPI{IC-I: 10v traffic. F.2. 
o.n 
o ... 
o." '---:20~-~'O:---:'':-o---::oo'::---'roo''''''-~ .... ''---• .,~-... "'''<-.-.,--"",-
GRAPHIC-II: heavy traffic, p=.9. 
It is 
(see 
A 
observed tha t p 3 
theorem-4) and, 
ls always betlceen ~2 and ~ 4 
ir p is away zero, the 
estimator ~ i5 as 'good' as the others. even better , 
in sorne cases. Note also that there are not quite 
A A A differences between P2 and P3' but usually P3 is 
preferable. 
3. ESTIKATORS FOR TIIE KEAN NUMBER OF O1STOMERS 
If ~ is an estimator for p, to estímate q i t ls 
necessary that ~<1. Then, ir we use as estirnators 
~. ~ or ~ we will get ~. ~ or a as estimators 
2 3" 2 3 4-
of q using the relation q=p/(l-p). To obtain expres-
sions for the errors we wl11 make sa.e weak modifi-
cations to get unbiased estimators that will denote 
wi th the same notation. 
Theorem-S. S2=(N-nS/(N(T-S» and S,=(H-N)/N are un-
biased estimators of q whose variances are 
2 
VadS J= (2N-I-p)p • 1/>-3, 
2 N(N-2) (l-p)' 
given by 
p(l+p) 
(l-p)' 
Proof. Using the generating functions of S, H and 
T-S and the independence between S and r-s .• 
Corollary-6. VareS ¡,;Var[S J iff N>oU+p)(2-p}/U-p). 
, 2 
Proof. It fo11o\ols from. Var[a] and Var[S l. 
• 2 • 
• Theorem.-7. Let q be the integral estimator of q 
(see [6J). Then, if 7j~, Var [q'J oep(1+p)/(/LU-p) 'T), 
A· A.. Var[q ]<Var[q] always and Var{q ]::5Var[q] lfr p'i!:..5. 
2 • 
• Proof. Var[q] can be obtained as a particular case 
of a It/G/l queue follo'Wing the method given in (4]. 
If r (or N) 1s large, it 1s verified that N~A(!-p)r 
and the aboYe relations are satisfied. . 
• 
Numerical exampIes. 
Here, we simulate 1000 occupation cycles under 
low and heavy traffic as in lhe previous section to 
A A • 
compare the estimators qz' q, and q . 
0.3 ~: 
¡:.:.{ 
GRAPHIC-III: low traffic, p=.2. q=.25. 
2Q ¡'l - ... 1; ; .. ~ A 
\'fi q 
ro.\. 4 
., ,\\ 
I~;-"~\ ~ ~, J~ 
- = - - - - - • - -GRAPHIC-IV: heavy traffic. p=.9, q=9. 
We observe that $ and S give similar estimations 
. 2' A 
when p""l and only with low traffic q looks better. 
¡ • 2 
More diff,erences appear wi th q when p 1s close to 
\'0, 
one. 
4. ESTIKATORS IN GENERAL QUEUES 
In G/G/1 queue systems the express ion (4) re-
mains valido even when k channels are cons1dered in 
the service area. impatient customers. retrials or 
any other possible variation in the modelo The only 
necessary hypothesis 1s the existence of an ergodic 
regenerative process (see [1]). Tben. looking at the 
queue between consecutive regenerative 1nstants. we 
have divided the observation vector in N independent 
and identically distributed random variables (in the 
aboYe sections {X(t); t~} 1s the regenerative proc-
ess and the moments when it leaves the state zero 
are the regeneration instants). In some cases the 
regenerative process 1s a vector and the d1stribu-
lian function of the variable y is too complex even 
unknown, but this problem arises independently of 
the stopping rule that we are used. 
It \fould be interesting to consider some par-
ticular cases and to compare the estimations for p 
and q in the same way as in the previous sections, 
for example wi th distributions belonging to the ex-
ponential family and/or deterministic service time. 
Note that in these cases we have other relations for 
q which can be urUcnown in some cases (see [1]). 
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